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Turnkey computer assessment for one-fifth the price
$675 Examiner Express delivers assessment design, grading and analysis in one highly mobile,
easy-to-use package
(ST. PAUL, MINN.) – The Examiner Corporation today released Examiner Express, a full-featured
computer-managed assessment system that can provide a ―testing center in a briefcase,‖ for about onefifth the cost of competing systems.
―Examiner Express is designed to be a complete, turnkey assessment system for cost-conscious
educators and assessment specialists,‖ said Gary Brown, CEO of The Examiner Corporation.
―This is literally a plug-and-play solution for testing,‖ he added, ―It contains everything—hardware and
software—that a teacher needs to quickly build assessments, grade them and deliver sophisticated
reports. Add a notebook computer and you have a fully portable testing center that can be easily shared
between classrooms.‖
The $675 package integrates tools from the company’s proven assessment system, The Examiner, with
the innovative ACP 100 optical mark reader (OMR) manufactured by Chatsworth Data Corporation.
Compact, fast and accurate, the ACP 100 lets teachers scan and grade paper-and-pencil test forms as
fast as 30 tests per minute.
Examiner Express makes it easy to design meaningful assessments, and provides powerful analysis tools
that allow assessors to chart progress by class or individual student.
Examiner Express requires a Microsoft Windows XP, Windows Vista or Windows 7 computer with one
free USB port for the OMR scanner.

About The Examiner Corporation (St. Paul, Minnesota)
Founded in 1985, The Examiner Corporation delivers computer-managed assessment systems for
education, business and industry. Its award-winning The Examiner assessment tools, developed by
psychometricians, provide powerful testing design and analysis in a remarkably easy-to-use package.
Examiner is currently used internationally by many organizations, including Boeing, Toyota, Underwriters’
Laboratories, The London Stock Exchange and the U.S. government. Learn more about the company by
visiting http://www.xmn.com.

About Chatsworth Data Corporation (Chatsworth, California)
A wholly owned subsidiary of Chatsworth Data Solutions Inc. (OTC:PK: CHWD)., Chatsworth Data
Corporation has been delivering innovative, intelligent and highly reliable data capture technology to
education, government and industry for the past 35 years. Their fast, accurate and economical optical
mark readers and scanners have made them one of the most trusted providers in the industry. Learn
more about the company by visiting http://www.chatsworthdata.com.
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